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4 days | $10,000 | USA Only

VMware Cloud on AWS connectivity and
readiness assessment with Presidio
Consulting Offer

Migrate and extend VMware environments to AWS
The VMware Cloud on AWS connectivity and readiness assessment service analyzes the customer environment in
order to expedite and confirm the extension of a private cloud to AWS. This service is based on customer input,
which is then used to develop a plan for deploying workloads to VMware Cloud on AWS.

Benefits

Key activities

■■ Familiarization with VMware Cloud on AWS
■■ Clear implementation plan for optimal use of VMware Cloud

on AWS
■■ Access to AWS ecosystem resources through VMware Cloud

on AWS

Conduct a project kickoff meeting to establish
expectations and review timelines

Assessment of your infrastructure to determine gaps
between the current state and preferred end state

■■ Workload flexibility to quickly meet various capacity needs

Customer contribution
■■ Participate in a project initiation call

Create a technical gap analysis workbook and
implementation plan document

■■ Make key stakeholders available for the project kickoff meeting
■■ Provide appropriate access to relevant systems

Conduct a closure meeting to review findings and how
they may affect the proposed implementation plan

■■ Participate in a closure meeting

Solution Space
Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve
your business needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS Partner
Network (APN) Partners that have attained AWS Competency designations.
Customer-ready solutions are based on architectures validated by AWS,
include a combination of AWS services and APN Partner technologies,
can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators like AWS Quick Starts,
and feature optional consulting offerings provided by APN Partners, to
accelerate your cloud transformation.

Visit the Presidio offering on Solution Space
*AWS and partner funding available. Rules and restrictions apply.
*Regional coverage available in USA only
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